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ABSTRACT
A meteorological iimitruments course that provided

undergraduate geography students the opportunity to use and/or
observe meteorological equipment while also preparing four possible
internships with the National Weather 46ervice is evaluatelkand
suggestions for improving it in the future are offered. The paper
first provides a geperal course evaluation. More than thre`e-quarters
of the total class time was devoted to using and discussing f

instruments that make surface measurements. The bilk of the paper,
therefore,,evaluates.instruction regarding radiometers, temperature,
atmospheric pressure, wind direction and speed, atmometry,
hygrometry, nephometry, and hyetometry. The next time the course is
taught, emphasis will be placed on the following three afeas'. First,'

gireatest amount of time viii be devoted to surface instruments,
e_pecially those devices for measuring temperature, pfessure,
humidity, and prebipitation. Second, the addition 9t a laboratory
session will provide more time forthe hands-on experience ,that
students want., The final area of improvement involims more effort to
combine the theoretical with the practical 'during lectures. (KM)
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TEACHA 0 SE.ON METEOROL0G1tAL INSTRUMENTS

. ,
Introduction 1

J

I A

The Geography Department at-Western 'Ilfinois University offered an. fnter-

mediate level course entitled Pri iples of Meteorological Instruments for the

first time during the spring semester 1984. ,The course served te. needs of

,students concentrating on meteorology by providing them with an opportunity to

use and/or observe meteorological eqOpment while also *paring them 'for

possible internships with the National, Weather Service. The greatest amount of

time in the course was spent on the principles of instrument operation, including

a comparison of their adOntages, as well as disa6antages and how to select the

best instrument for a specific type of observation. A mininal amount of tinge was

devoted to how to properly tabulate and present meteorological data.

The textbookchosen for the course* entitled Instruments for Physical

Environment Measurements, Volume One by Wang and Felton(second edition). This

bookNas used because it considered a variety of instruments, was up to date and

was reasonably Oiced. Most of the material ,in the book was Self-explanatory

except that on occasion sections had to be read very carefully to separate the

'sometimes detailed quantitative discussion from a general qualitative explanation

of how a partiCular instrument functioned. A Uackground.in'electronics would have N

been useful in undersOnding the operation of some of the more sophisticated

instruments.

Several items were placed on library reserve for the class to complement

the teXtbook. The books by. Berry, Coulson; Middleton, Robinson, Sellers and

Stringer cited at the-end of the paper were particularly,useful as supplementary

readings.
f.

The WeatherMeasitre'Weafhertronics instrument catalog was also a valuable
,(

reference. It' provided pictures.of every conceivable weather instrument, a

,
,

,d"
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detoi pti on of how they functionedt specifications and a price list. All of

---titis-wes very tteful, especially for discussions of in that' you could

not .afford td purchaselbut yet felt students should ha! son knowledge of
l if 1 /
their operatiOn. ,There was also a glossary-of terms for eaghlgroup of

!

instViments and conversion tables for temperature, p ,ressure -humidity and>!

wind measutiments. The best part about tie catalog Was that 'fi-t litsfree.
, \ ,

Prices for the more common instruments were donipOitive with-prices quoted
. I

in other instrument catalogs. .

Pul*pose

The purpose of the paper was to evaluate the meteorological instruments

course and to offer suggestions fo-r imprOving.it in the fdture. This was done

by using a combination of student evaluations and personal reflections after

the course was coqcluded. The results of thi-s evaluation could be used as a

guide for someone anticipating the development of a similar course.. s

It

General Course Evalhation

The mairi concern of students was the lack time to adequately, discuss all

the material in the two hour class which met once a meek. This will be remedied

next.time the course is taught by adding a two hour laboratory which will have

exercises utilizing the more common weather instruments to collect data' under

a variety of condit4ons. The laboratory experience will add more time to the

course and also provide a hands--on approach which:students felt-wasr.very

important.

A short paper and presentation were required of each student in the lass.

The topic dealt with a meteorological instrument which was not discussed but only

referred to' in 'the text. Unf6rtunately, students were not pleased with this

assignment. Some felt it was too much work for a two Pour course and others
ir
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objected to spelling before the class. Regardless of what form it takes, some

sort of short ptesentatibn would help to improve .written and verbal communi-
I

cation skills. Perhaps, a discussion of the results from each tabdratory

exercise would by ad appropriate substitute.

The cour4 outline wasi:divided.into three main parts. Part one*

examined the oper'tiQnal characteristiq- and requirements of instruments in

general including their range, accuracy, sensitivity, respOnse time, stability,.

relUbility, ruggedness, portability, simplicity, cost and maihtenance-.-'- This

background knowledge was then used in comparing specific instruments to

determine which one was most -appropriate for a particular set:of circumstances.

A.
The greatest amount ofttime was devoted to the second 'part of the course

which examined the instruments which measured and recorded aiRospheriC.

phenomena at or near the earth's surface. This included solar'radiationl
I

temperaturew,atmospheric pressure, wind spe6d and direction, evaporation,

atmospheric humidity, clouds and precipitation. The least expensive instru-
,

.

ments to obtain and_the easiest to use n the class for demonstrations were

those, which measured temperature, press re; humidity and precipitation. These

instruments were also the ones most commonly encountered by individuals collect-
,

I

ing meteorological data for government or private agencies.

If you cannot afford to purchase ineApensive thermometers,, barometers,

sling' psychrometers and rain gages you should probably not contemplate a course

.on meteorological instruments. You could build your own instruments to help

defray costs, and the books by'llird, Trowbridge and Yates cited in the references

provide the instructions for building the,,more comml instruments. This option,

however, results in a product which is-less sotisticated and certainly less

accurate than the catalog instrument which students are most likely to use. If

you have the time and materials you may want to consider some exercises which

involve building some ofIthesimplier and less costly meteorological instruments,



such, as a hair hygrometer, 'wind vane, rain gage or' nephoscope.. The accuracy

of these erstaz instruments'could then be compared to an instrument purAasedr

-from a catalog.

The third section of the course provided a- brief introduction to upper-

air instrumentation including upper-air-sounding systems, ground monitoring
4 ,

equipment and aircrafttechniques, The costs of such equipmpnt were :much

greater than for surface instruments and the chancesof using them were more

remote. The 'onq.tyPe, of uppeair sounding equipment available for class

inspectiOn was a radiosdnde donated by the National Weather Service, If

supplemented with catalog pictures and operating specifications this section
11

Can 'be meaningful even though students do not observe the free flight and

actual recording of data sent back to earth. A trip to observe the launch

of a radiosonde would be a worthwhile experience if you .are close to a place

4

which periodically conducts such llunches. -Copies of the soundings from

radiosondes' and rawinspdes launched by the National Weather Service are

available for selected cities from the National Climatic'Center in Asheville,

North Carolina for a modest charge. The soundings werediscussed in class and

may be incorporated into an exercise on upper-air instruments in the future.

The discu ion of aircraft tethniques ,for sounding ti4 upper atmosphere

was restricted tp the textbook. This is a very specialized area and, although

)
.

students might eventually operate instruments on aircraft, theyre moreclikel3i

to use radiosondes and rawinsondes fo'r upper-,air soundingsk If time permits

output, from actual aircraft soundings mi t be obtained. for classroom examination.
wI

More than three-quarters of the t al class time was devoted to using and

discussing meteorological instruments which made surface measurements, Therefore,

the:final section will evaluate each group of instruments and make recommendations
,

for improving the course in the future.
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Radiometers

A discussion of radiometers should be included in a-course on meteoro-

logical instruments eVen if they are unavailablo,for classroom demonstrations

because of increating interest-in solar research. Cautioll,.however,(should be
0

exektsed so that too much time is not spent on the operation 'of a lot of'

A
similar instruments. It is_better to use a fewjexamples of the more coMmon

and readily available instruments soh as the pyranograph, net radiometer,

'sunshine recorder and pyrheltOmeter that Students might encounter rather than

risk boring students with details about instruments they may never use. The

books by Codlson, Robinson, Sellers and Wang citedin the references, were

excellent sources of general information, as well as details on all types df

radiometers including some no longer in use. The.manuals that accompany

radiometers, or any instrument, you may purchase are sources of valuable-

information. They canhelp you learn kow to properly operate and maintain a

costly instrument.

The Geogr'aphy Department has several radiometeA which students examined.
,

The Robitzsch bimetallic mechanical pyranograph has been used for oVer ten

years to record daily totals of direct and diffused short wave radiation wits.

:accuracies of plus or:minus five to ten percent. Students had the opportunity

to see the instrument in ac;41 oration on the root'ora building: The

recorded values on the strip chart were examined ,but more 'time could have been

spent by each student ;using the digttizer to convert the area under the dailY'

,
.

scurve to a solar energy equivalent. The star pyranometer
y

was useful for
,

I

i tantarieou read' outs only 'and .could ,b4 to cdmpare response times of the
.

rec rding pyranograph the next time theicoUrse is taught. Net i-adiotheters are
. .,

useful in a variety of micrometeorological studies fOr measuring solar and ,;._,.
.

terrestrial radiation and should be diicussed 'regardless of avail ability: The. , .
WeatherMeasure Measuretronics catalog Provides a picture, description and ;
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specifications of these instrume ts, ps well as other radiometers. Sunshine

et)recorders should$be examined b ause they are usepl ih 'solar energy studies
I.

and since there are only a few major types the Ou18not,take too low) to
.

e

discuss.

,.-
A ,

.

r

Finally, if time permits.after' dqcus I the peecedipg instruments

4
the general operatingcharacteristics of priall:ometers COOd be it;vestigated:

These instruments are much .more soptisticated'Ackuse.they only measur4reet
i'N'

% i '
solar radiation, and therefore afe-considerabiymor0'experWr than pyranometers.

.

Pyrheliometers are found at only a few places ip the United States and thus it

is less likely that students would ever use them.' Even so,a discUssion of

these instruments would be useful in emphasizing the differences in operation

and the-difficulties in recording direct solar radiation compared to the

pyranometer.

Temperature

A number of devices are aJailable for the instantaneous measuremenlof

air temperature. 'The most common and least expensive thermometers Are the

mercury and alcohol maximum/minimum and bimetallic. Classroom exercises could

be devtloped which compare and contrast the range, accuracy and response time

these' different thermometers. Each student can rake measurements under a variety of

conditions and record them ill a table. The different results can be discussedAn

class to better understand instrument accuracy and the roe of httian error in

such measurements. Hopefully, this experience will inform students how the

instruments -"function, their assests, their liabilities and Which Works best' in a

certain environment.

If you have access to the more expensive electrical-resistance, thermo-

couple orthermistor type thermometers they can alsbe incorporated into the

Ira
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experiments which compared the operating characteristics of the more common

thermetefs.

you Might vont to compare the results With a maAmum/minimum thermometer placed

.

If you have a thermograph, OW) makes a continuous record of temperature,

nearby for several days: There will be dicrepencieswhich students can be

asked to explain and comment on how adjustments could be made to improve

accuracy. Finally, if time allows you may want to `discuss special uses of

orchard, soil, floating and submersible thermometers.

AtmdSpherc Pressure

The science of atmospheric pressure measurement is one of the most"

important to the field of meteorology. Most instruments for measuring ettnjs-
,

pheric pressure are more expensive than most thermometers. Aneroid barometers

are usual& the least expensive type of barometer and can be used to develop

demonstrations far-the class. Students can record the differences and rate of

change that occurred when an aneroid barometer is carried uRand down in ,an

-elevator. This can be done several times to compare results from each of the

students in the class.. Hysteeesis, which is the condition of not returning to

the correct value when the cause of: the pressure charge is removed,'' can be

examined by noting whether or not the anelcid barometer returned to the.original

pressure on the ground level-by itself or did it require a slight tap to respond?

Studentscan speculate why a tap is sometimes needed to,register a correct reading.

If mercurlaibarometers are available the less accurate alheroid barometer

can be compared to it to deterMihe the margin of error. Proper installation `of

mercurial baroMeters shotildbe AisCussed in class as well as the correct way of

reading the instrument,:especiaily.the use of. the.vernier s'cale. The corrections

5

required for temperature, latitude, altitude and individual construction differences
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shOuld be discussed in class.- Each student-can.be given the tables to Wake

the necessary adjusjments-for several different rdWinis'as part of-a class
.

.i.

exercise. t

A barograph or microbarograph records the atmospheric pressure on a

strip chart which if available can be examined:and periodically compared to

the instantaneous readings of the anerilicrand mercurial barometers. Pressure

jumps on the chart of a microbarograph can be compared for sensitivity to a ,

-49berograph record kept during the game time period.

-Wind Direction a d Speed

There aremany different types of44,44.

record the direction and speed of the wind,

struments available to measure and

Unfortunately, most of themore

expensive and acre unlikely to be available to departments with dven. -modest

equipment budget. To be meaningful some sort of permanent re ng device is
, JJ.

I

also needed so short-term wind j'ecords can

convert and then transfer wind direction an

chart are very expens .

valuated in
.

Tss. Devices which
,

),

or wind speed to a perman tit (trip

.0.

1

The Geography Department at Western Illinois Un4versity,has a skyvane

1

p.

(similar to aerbvane and-stratovane) which is a heavy-duty wind speed and

direction sensor which utilizes a four blaae propellor on a horizontal axis

which is mounted on a vertical shaft. The cost of this unit including a
7.

translator and some sorit of strip recorder cafe exceed several thousand dollars

depending on the model. Since the department's skyvane was not yet permanently

mounted outside it was not possible to observe the instrument while operating.

Instead the instrumeglipwas displayed in class ,and its components and functions

were discussed. The skyvane was, also compared to the 11-cup anemometer regarding

lease of use, accuracy and the environmental. circumstances which would favor its
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installation.

A light weight" micro -cup anemometer was also examtned in class.

Students had the opportunity tp observe, how sensitive the cUpSlwere even

with the sli litest air movement.' This instrument recorded the maker of

(70

. ..
,

revolutions of the cups an_crregigtered that figure on a counter. A table was ,

. J
used to-cartutate.theNaverage wind.speedsby,6Mparing the number of revolutions

during a .certain peiriod of,time. The mtcra-ou0 anemometer has potential for
,

exerctses'the
i
neXtkttme thecourie is taughtiOggis of students could record

,wind speed at different heights outside, noting.thd variations in wind speed

.as elevation and exposure are altered. They could even be asked to determine

the Neal height and best exposure,for-ananimometer placed do the top of a

'

, .

The only other wind instrument avattable in the department ,was a total-,

izing anemometer which is freqUently mounted next to a classA.pan to assist in

checking evaporatiori amounts. Average wind speed can be estimated from the

difference between successive counter readings in miles divided by the elapsed

time between these readings. 'the totalizing anemometer is portable and could be

mounted next to the micro-cup anemometer for comparisons of sensttivity, response,
,

time'and overall accuracy fanlight, moderate and strong winds.

Hand held devices for m*easuring wind speeds are available and range in

price from to *000-dollars depending on the mode, .The Geography Department

recentlyspurZnaseetne of these instruments for tendollars. Its accuracy will

be checked against the other anemometers in-the department the next time the

course is taught. 0

If you have time a discussion of bivanes which measure wind in several
r

directions, pressuretube, sonicoand hot wire anemometers .should provide a

reasonably complete picture of the more comIlion wind measuring devices. Consult the

0

WeatherMeasure Weathertronics catalog for details.

r.
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Windvanes and dnemomqers-can s eJleadeAut-require ,conOdeeAble know::

Y is'
ledge, of electricity, money ior mate ials-;nd fnecharjical.4ility". 4.ittrii)

/ . ..r
, . .

to. the NatiWM Weatherr-Service to os serve wind'instruments and/or the use
.

,-. ,

4

of weather instrument catalogs may t mpensate somewhat for.a,lack t equipment

when discussing this group of instrun nts.

At metry,

. .

The measurement of evaporatio

atmometry. The'brtef discussion of

restricted to liquid surfaces. Jht
,

rata do pan which measures free-water

froM solid oe'lifluid surfaces is called

vporatiop instruments .in the course was

eography Department has a Class .A eva6-

evaporation but unfortuna it can cost

-44

in excess of 1000 dollars with accesslories. An.alternativeto th1;:higli cost (

is to make evaporation. parrs. a variety of containers which have a relatively
ti

large surface area., Students can keep daily records of emaKratto9 losses botlf-
,

17.

indoors and outdods. Results from these:experiments.Can be compared to, a Riche,

evaporimeter(about $150) which measures rates of evaporation by means Aube,k
which is filled with water and closed at one end. Special filter paper is placed

A

over the open end with evaporation occurring through the paper. The difference

in successive readings equals the amount of water evaporate) in a give time.

Short-term and long-term evaporation,can.be recorded and compared to pan evapo-
r.

ration during the same time interval.

An evaporograph costs about $400 and provides a continuous record of

evaporation from a water surface. If you 'areoable to afford this instrument,

results can be compared to the pan'evaporation and the Riche eVaporimeter.

Consult a weather instrument catalog for details about these instruments In

preparation fOr general-class discussion.
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Hygrometry. -

Hygrometry involves making measurements of the water vapor content of-
)

the -free'atmosphere near the earth's surface. The most common and least.
(-/

N(pensive.insteuMent($30 to $45) 'for making humidity measurements is tit
a

sling psychrbmeter. This device can be easily constructed if price is .a

problem. .A laboratory exercise con have several students use this instrument

to reveal the conside-rable variaticihs -in relative humidity which result when
, -

different rotation speeds are empl.oyed to cool the wet-bulb thermometer. Most

tab* for computing relative huiridity were 'developed for ventilatiOn rates of

approximately four revolutions per second(aboul 9 miles per hour) for a 'one

foot long instrument. Pocket psychrometric slide rules are useful for quickly

compUting relative humidity and ar inexpensive enough that they should be

consideredkr the course. They can be compared to the sling psychrometer

tables for accuracy and eas use.,.,..

SF, , \ .

lo,y, The Assmann psychrOme tilizes a fan whic rOvides a nnearly Constant'.
gyrate of-cooling which results in more accurate readings(plUsor minus 1%) compared

a

0', . ..
.

t o the sling psychrometer. ,ijowever, they cost abou0t $350 but are useful in4N,
.1 . r.

'providing a ,standard for evaluatingrthe sling psychrometer which is lessiccurlte.

An alternative to the Assmann psychrometer is a battery operated psychrometer

,which also uses a fan ti provide a more constant :rate of cooling around the Wet -,

bulb thermometer.. It is only .slightly less accurate and costs about one-third

as much as the Ass inn psychrometer.
17

Mason's hygtOmeter uses two thermometers like a sling psychrometer except

tilt the muslin o the wet-bulb t ermometer is immersed cartinuously in a tube of

distilled water. elative humiditif can be computed from tables developed

specifically for its instrument. 'Its accuracy can be compared to the,s,ling and

Assmann psychrome, ers.
2,

4

ie
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A hygrothermograph, which combines temperature and relative humidity

on one chart, and costs about $400 is particularly useful in displaying

the relitton between temperature and relative humidity. If, you cannot afford.

this 'instrument maybe you can obtain a copy of a weekly chart for laboratory

discussions from the National Weather Service: Other devices which might be

mentioned in class which are more sophisticated, and more costly include

humidity probes, sintered filters and dew point sensors.

Constructing hair hygrometer to measure relative humidity could be

a worthwhile project tqlbe'completed outside class if time is limited.

Yates and Trowbridge provide the details in their texts for,making hair

hygrometers. The finished product can` be evaluated for ,accuracy'-against the

other instruments, mentioned previously.

Nephometry
4

The measurement of the height; velocity and amount of cloud cover it

caled nephometrY., A lack of. instruments only permitted a limited discussion

the course of the more common cloud measuring instruments such as the

clinometer, tei meter and nephoscope. Procedurds which utilized photograph

and search lights for cloud measurements were examined in the text and in the
4

WeatherMeasure Weathertronics catalog.

The one exercise that was conducted in class used the dry and wet-bulb

temperatures from a sling psychrometer tO obtain a dew point temperature from

table which'was then used in the following relationship to compute the height of

a cloud base in feet above the local ground surface:

H = 227(T-D)

6

A

I



Where:

T

= height of the cloud base in feet

= air temperature in°F at the surface

0 = dew point temperature in°F at the surface

A nephoscope can be built at modest cost as part of a class project

to measure the speed and direction of clouds during the day. Yates provides

the details for the construction of this instrument. For those inclined
4

A

toward the quantitative, Trowbridge provides examples-of how two observers

7

can estimate the height of clouds. SoMe background intrigonAtry is required.

to Tomplete the exercise.

Hyetometry

The study of condensation and precipitation is known as hyetometry. .

This course focused on precipitation measurements made by non-recording and

recording instruments. Non-recording rain gages come in a variety of sizes

and prices., The National Weather Service's eight-inch ,diameter rain gape costs

about $200 and as a result could be too expensive for just demonstrations.

There are, however, mere affordable instruments like the lorestry-type,.plastit
1

.

and even the fence Nipost gages which provide reasonablecturacy., The True-Check
. .

.

fenCe-post rain gage, which costs about $7, has a large ope\ning, measures to .01

inch and proyides acturate readings if oriented properly.

If you are fortunate enough to

be placed near one,Otanother to compare

intervals'as part of a class project.

your own rain gages which are.easy to

whether you purchase or make your own

have.. several typestf rain gages they.cant.
accuracies over short and long-term'

Yates provides suggestions for making

follow and inexpensive.

rain gages, the sudents

Regardless of

should bemade

aware of variations in the accuracy of the final precipitation metpurement.

c.



caused by high winds, evaporation and gage shire. How to .measure snow accurately
4

with a rain gage should also be 'discussed.

. The two most commo"ecording rain gages are considerably more expensive
k (

than non- recording gages. A tipping.bucket rain gage itself costs over $400
.. 4

without a'recorder.for making a permanent record. jhe vweighing/rording rain
.

and snow gage costs about $900. A picture of each of these instruments plus.

descriptions are'available in most instrument catalogs'jf you cannot afford to

purchase them. The advantages and disadvantages of.each instrument should,be

discussed so that students understand the, environmental conditions for which

lob

each device was intended. For,instance, a
)

tipping bucket rain gage operates

best irk light rains and tends to undere4timate precipitation amounts during

intense showers. Strip charts from each'of these instruments can supplement

catallig pictures.

Service.

These charts may be available from the National Weather

-There af'e some interesting devices for measurilig precipitation,for

special purposes. A precipitation detector sounds an alarm to alert someone

that rain/snow has begun,which way adversely affect some activity. Other

-instruments include rate-of-rainfall gages and dew Measuring devices which are

rather ingenious but also expensive. Students generally find these disCussions

to be tnteresting even though catalog pictures and/or slides have to be

substituted for the real thing.

.Summary

NeXt time the course on Principles of Meteorological Instruments is

taught the emphasisiwill, be placed on the following three areas, First, the

greatest amount pf time will be devoted to surface instruments especially

thOse devices for measuring temperature, pressure, humidity and precipitayon.
A

These instruments. ere easily accessible, relatively inexpensive and the most



A

likely-to be used by the students engaged in meteorological'Oservations.

.other surface instruments will berworked Into the course as time permits.

Upiper7air observations can still be examined but restricted to the more conubn

methods of acquiring data. The more specialized instruments in the text can b6.

read outside of class and then discussed periodically as a group project'to

compare interpretations and strategies for the best use of the instrument.

Second, the addition of i laboratory session will provide more time for

the hands-on experience that students want. Thi,1 will require additional work

in developing exercises but should prove,invaluable in stimAting student interest.

The laboratory sessions should be organized so that each student has the

opportunity to use the instrument to collect, analyze and present the results in

class. The students should pay careful attention to-4 the instrument works,

its degree of accuracy, advantages and disadvantages and under what circum-

stances it performs best. All instruments have some degree of operational,and

human error associated with them. None is absolutely perfectim moni,ping the

environment: Students should'be aware of this fact and the margin of error that

is acceptable when making certain types of observations.

The final area.of improvement involve0more effort t.combine the theoretical

with tt4 practical Auring lectures. Although students will have the opportunity

for practical applications.inthe laboratory, lectures can be more stimulating if

retical discussions are supplemented frequently with examples.of practical

applications including how knowledge about the operation Of an instrument is

important to understanding its limitations in the laboratory and ultimately in

the field.
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